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Building our MetaProfile

Starting position:
30 Generic Competences
25 Specif Competences
_____________________
55 TOTAL

Final position:
11 Generic Competences
18 Specif Competences

1 Combined competence (Ability to do methodical legal research)
______________________
30 TOTAL



First step. Clustering our and
I. Research II. Management Skills III. Apply knowledge…

IV. Communication skills V. Ethical Values VI. Proffesional attitudes

VII. Legal skills VIII. Cognitive Competences
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Building our MetaProfile

Working process:
Internal discussions, with final results such as:
• reformulations
• mergers
• combinations
• eliminations…

• Consideration of the survey results

And… new clusters, new components for the
previous clusters…



Final result: number of
I. Cognitive competences II. Interpretation and III. Legal research skills

application of knowledge

IV. Ethics, attitudes,values V. Communicat.skills VI. Legal profesional… skills

14 5

15
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Our MetaProfile
Metacompetence Specific, generic and combined competence

I. Cognitive
competences
(knowledge and 
understanding)

1. Acquired knowledge and understanding of basic theories, concepts and laws in 
the socio-economic, political context.
2. Ability to learn and derive appropriately the relevant aspects of legal systems of 
other jurisdictions
3. Acquired knowledge and understanding of different dispute resolution systems

4. Ability to identify the ratio decidendi and obiter dicta in judicial decisions

5. Capacity to be a life-long learner

II. Interpretation
and application
of knowledge

1. Ability to read objectively and interpret legal texts in context 

2. Ability to dissect the facts, identify facts-in-issue and apply law

3. Ability to examine and cross examine witnesses 

4. Ability for legal and judicial reasoning

5. Demonstrate higher order thinking skills (analytical, critical, abstract, creative)

6. Ability to foresee consequences while enacting and interpreting the law



Our MetaProfile

Metacompetence Specific, generic and combined competence

III. Legal 

research skills

1. Ability to do methodical legal research

2. Ability to identify the gaps in law and innovate for legal reform

IV. Professional, 

ethics, attitudes

and values

1. Acquired court craftsmanship and etiquette
2. Ability to practice law without compromising professional ethics
3. Capacity to act honestly, diligently and transparently in all professional 

endeavours

4. Commitment to justice and fairness under all circumstances.

5. Committed to render pro bono advocacy and to take up socio-legal outreach 

activities.

6. Appreciate and respect diversity, gender equality and multi-cultures

V. Effective

communication

skills

1. Acquired command over legal language and official language of the court

2. Acquired oral and written communication and interpersonal skills 

3. Acquired legal drafting skills

4. Ability to simplify and explain law to the common man



Our MetaProfile
Metacompetence Specific, generic and combined competence

VI. Legal 
profesional 
management
skills

1. Ability to plan and manage time efficiently

2. Ability to use available resources optimally and efficiently

3. Ability to work as a team member

4. Demonstrate leadership qualities

5. Ability to manage crisis effectively

6. Ability to manage stress and maintain emotional stability 

7. Possess self-confidence and entrepreneurial spirit


